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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF $^{67}$Ga AND $^{72}$Ga

Vernon J. Ehlers†, Yurdanur Kabasakal‡‡, Howard A. Shugart, and Orhan Tezer‡‡

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics
University of California, Berkeley, California

January 9, 1968

ABSTRACT

We have used the atomic-beam magnetic-resonance technique to measure the hyperfine-structure separations and the differential hyperfine-structure anomalies of 78-hour $^{67}$Ga and 14-hour $^{72}$Ga in the $^{2}P_{3/2}$ and $^{2}P_{1/2}$ electronic states. From the differential hyperfine-structure anomaly we have deduced the standard hyperfine-structure anomaly for the two $J$ states. We have also calculated the nuclear moments from the measured hyperfine-structure separations.

Our results are, for $^{67}$Ga ($I = 3/2$): $\Delta \nu (^{2}P_{1/2}) = 2457.72726(90)$ MHz, $a(^{2}P_{3/2}) = 175.09736(15)$ MHz, $b(^{2}P_{3/2}) = 71.95750(55)$ MHz, $\Delta \delta ^{67} = 2.51(13) \times 10^{-5}$, $\Delta \delta ^{67}(^{2}P_{1/2}) = 5.0(1.4) \times 10^{-6}$, $\Delta \delta ^{67}(^{2}P_{3/2}) = -20.1(2.0) \times 10^{-6}$, $\mu_{I}(\text{uncorr}) = +1.8454(3)$ nm, and $Q = +0.22$ b; and for $^{72}$Ga ($I = 3$): $\Delta \nu (^{2}P_{1/2}) = -153.65266(53)$ MHz, $a(^{2}P_{3/2}) = -6.25698(11)$ MHz, $b(^{2}P_{3/2}) = 193.67365(80)$ MHz, $\Delta \delta ^{72} = 2.12(18) \times 10^{-4}$, $\Delta \delta ^{72}(^{2}P_{1/2}) = 4.2(1.2) \times 10^{-5}$, $\Delta \delta ^{72}(^{2}P_{3/2}) = -17.0(2.0) \times 10^{-5}$, $\mu_{I}(\text{uncorr}) = -0.13186(2)$ nm, $Q = +0.59$ b. The quoted values of the nuclear magnetic moments include a correction for the hyperfine-structure anomaly, but do not include the diamagnetic correction.
I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, gallium has been an important and frequent subject of atomic-beam studies. Because gallium is readily detected by ionization on a hot oxidized tungsten wire, its stable isotopes are particularly amenable to study with the atomic-beam technique. Also, the metastable $^2P_{3/2}$ state is well populated by thermal excitation at the temperatures required to produce a beam of gallium atoms; the presence of two electronic states in the beam allows performance of interesting experiments. As an example, measurement of the electronic $g$ factors of the two electronic states of gallium permitted the first determination of the anomalous electron magnetic moment.\textsuperscript{1}

Another interesting parameter which may be determined by study of the hyperfine structure (hfs) of two electronic states is the differential hyperfine-structure anomaly.\textsuperscript{2,3,4} The hfs anomaly is very small in a $^2P_{1/2}$ or $^2P_{3/2}$ state, and thus an extremely accurate measurement of the nuclear magnetic moments is normally required in order to determine this anomaly. Because such accurate measurements of nuclear magnetic moments are very difficult for radioactive isotopes in $P$ electronic states, hfs anomalies which rely on this measurement are not easily determined. However, by measuring the hyperfine structure in two electronic states, one can determine the differential hyperfine-structure anomaly; from this one may deduce the standard hfs anomaly.\textsuperscript{5} The value of the anomaly thus obtained can then be used to calculate the nuclear magnetic moment, from the observed hfs separations, with great accuracy. Additionally, the hyperfine-structure anomaly is itself of intrinsic interest, as it provides information about the internal structure of the nucleus.
Because the hyperfine structure of the stable gallium isotopes has previously been determined with high precision,\textsuperscript{6,7} and because $^{67}\text{Ga}$ and $^{72}\text{Ga}$ have convenient half-lives which allow performance of precision experiments on these radioactive isotopes, we decided to investigate the hyperfine structure of these two isotopes with a view to measuring the hfs anomalies and nuclear moments to high precision.

II. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

A. The Hyperfine-Structure Interaction

The hyperfine structure Hamiltonian for an atom of nuclear spin $I$ and electronic spin $J$ in an external magnetic field is given by

$$\mathcal{H} = a \frac{I \cdot J}{\hbar^2} + b \left[ \frac{3(I \cdot J)^2 + 3/2(I \cdot J) - I(I+1)J(J+1)}{2I(2I-1)J(2J-1)} \right]$$

$$+ c \mathcal{O}_{\text{op}} - g_J \frac{\mu_e}{\hbar} J \cdot \mathbf{H} - g_I \frac{\mu_I}{\hbar} I \cdot \mathbf{H},$$

where $a$, $b$, and $c$ are the magnetic-dipole, electric quadrupole, and magnetic-octupole interaction constants, $g_J = \mu_J/J$ and $g_I = \mu_I/I$ are the electronic and nuclear $g$ factors expressed in Bohr magnetons, and $\mathcal{O}_{\text{op}}$ is given by

$$\mathcal{O}_{\text{op}} = \frac{10(I \cdot J)^3 + 20(I \cdot J)^2 + 12(I \cdot J)[-3I(I+1)J(J+1) + I(I+1) + J(J+1) + 3] - 4I(I+1)J(J+1)}{I(I-1)(2I-1)J(J-1)(2J-1)}.$$

The magnetic-octupole interaction constant $c$ turned out to be zero within the accuracy of this experiment, and thus we will drop this term.
from our discussion. For the case $J = 1/2$, the quadropole and octupole terms drop out and the remaining Hamiltonian may be solved analytically to obtain a closed expression for the energy as a function of magnetic field.\(^8\) For the case $J = 3/2$, the problem is most readily solved by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix with the aid of a computer. The energy levels as a function of magnetic field are generally plotted as the familiar Breit-Rabi diagram; such a diagram for the $^2P_{3/2}$ state of $^{67}$Ga is shown in Fig. 1.

The interaction constants $a$ and $b$ are proportional to the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole nuclear moments, respectively. The relationships between these interaction constants and their associated nuclear moments, for the case of one electron outside closed shells, are well known and are given by the following formulae:\(^9\)

\[
a = 2g_I \mu_0 \frac{L(L+1)}{J(J+1)} \left\langle \frac{1}{r^3} \right\rangle_{AV} \mathcal{F},
\]

\[
b = e^2 Q \frac{2L}{2L+3} \left\langle \frac{1}{r^3} \right\rangle_{AV} \mathcal{R},
\]

where $\mu_0$ is the Bohr magneton, $Q$ is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment, $\mathcal{F}$ and $\mathcal{R}$ are relativistic corrections given by Casimir,\(^10\) $L$ is the orbital angular momentum of the electron outside closed shells, and the average value is taken with respect to this electron's wave function.

Ideally, one would wish to use these formulae to obtain values for $\mu_I$ and $Q$ after measurement of $a$ and $b$. The problem in this procedure lies in the calculation of $\left\langle \frac{1}{r^3} \right\rangle_{AV}$. Evaluation of this quantity depends
upon a detailed knowledge of the wave function of the outer electron, and this in general is not well known. There are additional complications arising from configuration interaction; these factors have been considered for Ga by Koster, who lists correction terms for Eqs. (3) and (4). However, for the assumption of a point nucleus, the quantity \( \left< \frac{1}{R^3} \right>_{AV} \) should be a constant for the various isotopes of a particular element. Thus, if we take the ratio of Eq. (3) for isotopes 1 and 2 of an element, and do the same for Eq. (4), we obtain the familiar Fermi-Segrè equations,

\[
\frac{a_1}{a_2} = \frac{g_{I_1}}{g_{I_2}},
\]

\[
\frac{b_1}{b_2} = \frac{q_1}{q_2}.
\]

We note from Eqs. (5) and (6) that if the nuclear moments and hfs have been determined for a particular isotope, then within the accuracy of the equation one can readily determine the nuclear moments of another isotope of that element merely by measuring the hfs interaction constants \( a \) and \( b \). This is the technique normally used to determine the nuclear moments of radioactive isotopes, where direct measurements of nuclear moments are very difficult.

B. The Hyperfine-Structure Anomaly

Although Eqs. (5) and (6) are valid to rather high accuracy, deviations from Eq. (5) have been observed. These deviations are collectively termed the hfs anomaly, defined by

\[
\text{hfs anomaly} = \frac{g_{I_1}}{g_{I_2}} - 1
\]
The hfs anomaly arises simply because the nucleus is not a point, but has finite extent and structure. Contributions to the hfs anomaly are primarily due to two causes: (a) a difference in the distribution of nuclear magnetism in the two isotopes (Bohr-Weisskopf effect), and (b) a difference of charge distribution in the two nuclei (Breit-Rosenthal effect). These have been examined in detail by several authors. Because these hfs anomalies can become quite large, care must be exercised in calculating nuclear moments from hfs interaction constants.

In the case of gallium, which has a single p electron outside closed shells, one expects an extremely small hfs anomaly, due to the very small value of the p-electron wave function at the nucleus. However, Schwartz has shown that there is a significant admixture of s-electron wave function in the $^2P_{1/2}$ and $^2P_{3/2}$ states of gallium, and thus the hfs anomaly is larger than expected. Additionally, the $^2P_{3/2}$ anomaly is three times as large as the $^2P_{1/2}$ anomaly, contrary to what one would normally expect.

We note that if we write Eq. (5) for two different electronic states, $J = 1/2$ and $J = 3/2$, and divide one equation by the other, we obtain

$$
\left( \frac{a_1}{a_2} \right)_{1/2} \left( \frac{a_2}{a_1} \right)_{3/2} = \frac{1 + \frac{1}{2} \Delta^2}{1 + \frac{1}{3} \Delta^2} \approx 1 + \frac{1}{2} \Delta^2 - \frac{1}{3} \Delta^2 \Delta^2 .
$$
where we have assumed

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    \frac{g_{I_1}}{g_{I_2}} \\
    \frac{g_{I_2}}{g_{I_1}}^{1/2}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
    \frac{g_{I_1}}{g_{I_2}} \\
    \frac{g_{I_2}}{g_{I_1}}^{3/2}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(9)

and have neglected second-order terms in $\Delta$.

If we now define the differential hfs anomaly $I_{62}$ as

\[
I_{62} = I_{\Delta}^{2/3} - I_{\Delta}^{1/3} = \left( \frac{a_1}{a_2} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{a_2}{a_1} \right)^{3/2} - 1,
\]

(10)

we note that we can obtain the differential hfs anomaly simply by measuring the magnetic-dipole interaction constant $a$ for two different isotopes in two electronic states. Furthermore, we expect the ratio of the two hfs anomalies in the two electronic states to be a constant for all isotopes of an element, as this ratio depends only on atomic properties and has little dependence upon nuclear effects. Because this ratio has already been measured for $^{69}$Ga and $^{72}$Ga, we can use this to obtain the actual hfs anomalies for radioactive isotopes for which the differential hfs anomaly has been measured.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Isotope Production and Preparation

$^{72}$Ga is easily produced by neutron bombardment of natural gallium, with the ($n$,\gamma) reaction on $^{71}$Ga yielding substantial amounts of $^{72}$Ga; the irradiated material could be placed without further preparation directly into the oven in our atomic beam apparatus. The only difficulty in the handling of this isotope resulted from its high decay energy.
This caused dangerously high levels of radiation from samples of any appreciable size, and required extensive shielding around the atomic-beam apparatus.

The $^{67}$Ga was produced from $^{65}$Cu by an ($\alpha$,2n) reaction, using first the 60 inch Crocker cyclotron, and later the 88 inch cyclotron. Bombardments of 400 $\mu$ampere hours typically provided sufficient material for a 5-hour run. The gallium was chemically separated from the Cu target material by the diethyl-ether extraction of $\text{GaCl}_3$ from a 6N HCl solution. The copper target was first dissolved in 10N HNO$_3$, which also contained about 20 mg of gallium carrier. After drying, the material was redissolved in 6N HCl and the ether extraction was then performed. The $\text{GaCl}_3$ was extracted from the ether with H$_2$O, and NaOH was added until a pH of 5.5 was achieved; at this point the Ga precipitates as $\text{Ga(OH)}_3$. The precipitate was redissolved in 10N NaOH, and the Ga was then electroplated onto a short length of platinum wire. Separation efficiencies of 85-90% were commonly obtained.

B. Radio-Frequency Equipment

Because we were attempting a precision measurement of the hfs, it was essential that the radio-frequency-generating equipment be extremely stable and accurate. All radio-frequency equipment was phase-locked to an external James Knight 100-kHz quartz-crystal frequency standard, which was in turn compared periodically with an Atomichron and the WWVB frequencies. A Schomandl FD3 frequency synthesizer was used to generate frequencies in the range 300 MHz to 1000 MHz, whereas a Schomandl ND5 + NDF2 frequency synthesizer
provided frequencies below 300 MHz. Frequencies above 1000 MHz were obtained by crystal multiplication and amplification of the FD3 output. Radio-frequency amplification was achieved by use of a Boonton model 230A amplifier (0-500 MHz), an AML triode amplifier (500-2000 MHz), and traveling-wave-tube amplifiers (above 2000 MHz). Frequencies were counted by use of Hewlett-Packard 5245L frequency counters and appropriate frequency-converter plug-in units.

C. Hairpins

The application of radio-frequency (rf) fields to an atomic beam involves several difficulties; the problems become particularly acute when one is performing precision measurements. It is desirable to have an rf field uniform in both phase and amplitude along the entire length of the region of interaction with the beam of atoms. For precision measurements, the interaction region should be as long as possible in order to have a narrow (uncertainty-principle) width for the resonance line. However, as the length of the interaction region increases, generation of a homogeneous rf field becomes more difficult. This difficulty can be avoided by use of the Ramsey separated-oscillating-field technique, but then difficulties are encountered in (a) identifying the central peak or minimum of the resonance pattern, and (b) in insuring that the rf field in the two hairpins is either precisely in or precisely out of phase. Although this presents no great problem in measurements on stable isotopes, where the entire resonance pattern may be readily examined at a glance, the difficulties of doing this for radioactive atomic-beam work often outweigh the advantages of this particular technique.
In an attempt to overcome these problems, we designed the hairpin illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. It is of a simple box-type construction, with a long center conductor shorted at the bottom of the hairpin. During construction care was taken to keep all surfaces as parallel as possible; these surfaces were also polished and silver-plated. The magnetic field lines in this hairpin consist of elongated ovals around the center conductor. Because the static magnetic field is perpendicular to the length of the hairpin, the rf field at the two ends of the hairpins will be in the direction of the magnetic field, while the rf field in the center of the hairpin will be perpendicular to the static field. Thus the long central rf field will induce $\Delta m = 1$ transitions, and the end rf field will induce $\Delta m = 0$ transitions. Because the two end fields are exactly 180 deg out of phase, they will result (for $\Delta m = 0$ transitions) in a Ramsey pattern with a central minimum.

This type of hairpin was constructed in two lengths, 3 in. and 6 in. Before it was used upon the radioactive gallium isotopes, it was thoroughly tested with stable alkali atoms (see Appendix A). In all respects the hairpins behaved better than one would expect for such a simple design. The 3-in. hairpin gave consistent and accurate results with both the potassium and rubidium, but the 6-in. hairpin exhibited structure effects in looking at the ($\simeq 3000$ MHz) transitions in rubidium.
We were particularly concerned about the possibility that the end fields were not exactly 180 degrees out of phase, and that there might be a phase difference which would result in a nonsymmetric resonance. The $\Delta m = 0$ transitions were examined carefully, and no evidence for a phase shift was found. The Ramsey patterns observed in $^{39}$K with the 3-in. and 6-in. hairpins, are shown in Fig. 3, where they are compared with a similar pattern obtained with the 5/8-in. rigid-coaxial-line type of hairpin normally used in our work.

We were also concerned about shifts of resonance lines caused by over powering. Thus, a careful study was made of the $^{39}$K and $^{85}$Rb resonances as a function of rf power; the results of this investigation are also shown in Appendix A. Typically, the $\Delta m = 1$ lines would optimize at an rf power of approximately 15 mW while the $\Delta m = 0$ lines usually required about 300 mW, with the 6-in. hairpin. The relative magnitudes of these optimization powers are an indication of the relative lengths of the rf fields inducing these transitions. As the rf field is increased, while one has the frequency set on top of a resonance, the height of the resonance will pass through several maxima and minima. This behavior, as observed with the 6-in. hairpin, is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a $\Delta m = 1$ transition. Because of the danger of distorting resonances by application of too much rf power, a curve similar to Fig. 4 was obtained for each resonance observed in the radioactive gallium isotopes.
D. Experimental Procedure

The atomic beam apparatus used in this experiment was of conventional flop-in design. The homogeneous magnetic field was provided by a Varian 12-in. electromagnet. Field inhomogeneities were small enough so that no line broadening was observed, even with the 6-in. hairpin, for the field-independent gallium transitions measured in this experiment.

The beam of gallium atoms was obtained by heating gallium metal in a graphite oven with a 0.005-in. slit. The atoms transmitted through the beam apparatus were detected by collecting them on a sulphur-coated button, which was then counted in Geiger counters or NaI crystal counters for $^{72}$Ga and $^{67}$Ga respectively. The crystal counters were set to observe the 90-keV gamma ray emitted in the decay of $^{67}$Ga, and thus discriminated against any other activity present in the sample.

Two beam normalization methods were employed. In the earlier runs, the beam intensity was monitored before and after each rf-on exposure, by collecting a sample of the beam with the stop wire removed. In the later runs, two sample collectors were placed side by side at the detector position. The central button could collect only atoms which had undergone an rf transition, while the button placed alongside it collected atoms on the Stern-Gerlach peak; i.e. atoms which had not undergone a transition. The side button therefore provided a good measure of the integrated beam intensity during the entire exposure of the center button. The ratio of the counting rates of the two buttons then provided a normalized measure of the number of atoms undergoing transitions.
All transitions were observed at their field-independent points in order to minimize any effects caused by the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic field. A list of the transitions observed is given in Table I, which also lists the field at which the transition is field-independent, and the frequency at that field. Figure 5 shows the behavior of most of the observed lines as a function of magnetic field; the field-independent points occur at the minima of the curves. The field was stabilized with a NMR field-locking device to prevent drift of the magnetic field during the course of a run.

Because the hfs constants of $^{67}\text{Ga}$ and $^{72}\text{Ga}$ have previously been determined to reasonably high accuracy, $^{15,2,16}$ many of the normal search problems were avoided. The procedure we followed was to calculate where a particular resonance should lie, based on the earlier work, and then to conduct a frequency sweep over that area. The power used for this initial sweep was calculated from the optimum power required to induce a transition in the calibration isotope at the same frequency, taking into consideration the relative transition probabilities for the two transitions (the method of calculating these transition probabilities is given in Appendix B). After the peak of the resonance was established by this initial search, a study was made of the height of this resonance as a function of rf power. A typical result is shown in Fig. 6. Based on this result, another sweep was made with an rf power of approximately 70% of the optimum rf power. A typical resonance obtained with the 6-in. hairpin on a $\Delta m = 1$ transition is shown in Fig. 7. A similar resonance obtained
with the 3-in. hairpin at a high frequency is displayed in Fig. 8, and displays the quality of resonances obtained with this hairpin even at such extreme frequencies.

Observations of $\Delta m = 0$ transitions posed quite different problems. The major problem arose from the Ramsey pattern obtained for this case. Although it is quite easy to locate the central minimum when observing a stable isotope, both by virtue of its position and because the central minimum is the lowest minimum in the curve (and indeed is at background level), it is more difficult to observe this with a radioactive material. One can of course trace out the complete resonance, taking many points; this brute-force method was used on one of the $^{72}\text{Ga}$ lines to make a positive identification of the central minimum. The result of this extensive sweep is displayed in Fig. 9. However, this is not an ideal approach, as it is extremely time-consuming and wasteful of material. Although the latter consideration did not affect our work on $^{72}\text{Ga}$, where there was no shortage of material, it became of prime importance in the measurement of $^{67}\text{Ga}$, where only limited amounts were available. Thus a new search procedure was established. It can be best understood by referring to Fig. 3, where we note the Ramsey patterns obtained with three different hairpins. With the 5/8-in. hairpin, only one minimum is observed and is thus readily identified. The experimental uncertainty resulting from such a measurement then includes only one minimum of the 3-in. hairpin pattern, and that is of course the central minimum. Similarly, the central minimum of the 3-in. hairpin encompasses only one minimum of the 6-in. hairpin pattern. Thus the procedure employed
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Data

In each electronic state of each isotope, an attempt was made to observe at least two and sometimes three different transitions at their field-independent points. One must observe at least as many independent transitions as there are parameters to measure, and we attempted to observe one additional transition when possible to provide an internal check on the consistency and accuracy of our results. Each resonance was swept at least twice at a suitable rf power to establish the reproducibility of the results. The transitions observed are listed in Table I, and all the resonant frequencies observed for these transitions are listed in Table II. Also listed in Table II are the frequency of the alkali isotope which was used to calibrate the magnetic field, and the residuals \((v_{obs} - v_{calc})\) calculated with the values of the experimental parameters obtained from the final least-squares analysis.

B. Least-Squares Analysis

A least-squares fit of all the observed data to the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1) was made (see Appendix B). Because \(g_J\) has previously been measured by Kusch \(^1,17\) and because \(g_I\), for purposes of this least-squares analysis, is best taken as the value obtained from the Fermi-Segrè relation, it was necessary to vary only the parameters \(a, b,\)
and \( a \) in our analysis. For \( J = 1/2 \), of course it was necessary only to vary \( a \). The results of letting \( a \) vary in the \( J = 3/2 \) state were inconclusive, and we may conclude that \( a \) is negligible to the accuracy of our present experiment. Thus only \( a \) and \( b \) were varied in the \( J = 3/2 \) analysis.

There was one exception to the above procedure; a rather poor fit to the data was obtained for \(^{67}\text{Ga} \) in the \(^2\text{P}_{1/2} \) state. The resonance observed at 709 gauss disagreed with that observed near zero magnetic field, with the disagreement exceeding a rather conservative assignment of the experimental uncertainty (cf. Fig. 8 caption). We thus allowed \( g_I \) to vary as a parameter, and obtained an excellent fit. This is readily explainable in terms of a perturbation of the \(^2\text{P}_{1/2} \) state by the nearby \(^2\text{P}_{3/2} \) level. Clendenin has calculated the effect of this perturbation, and has shown that it may be represented as resulting in a change of the nuclear \( g \) factor, resulting in an effective value of \( g_I \) somewhat different from the actual value.\(^{18}\) He predicts a difference of 0.57\% for gallium, resulting in an effective \( g_I \) of \( 6.662 \times 10^{-4} \) for \(^{67}\text{Ga} \). The result of our least-squares analysis, allowing \( g_I \) to vary, yields an effective \( g_I \) of \( 6.674(20) \times 10^{-4} \), in excellent agreement with Clendenin's prediction.

The result of the least-squares analysis of our data is given in Table III, where we have tabulated the values obtained for the parameters which were varied in the analysis. The constants used in the analysis are listed in Table IV.
One small additional correction must be applied to $^{67}\text{Ga}$ in the $^{2}\text{P}_{1/2}$ state; Clendenin$^{18}$ has shown that there is a correction to the interaction constant $a$. Applying his correction, we obtain a corrected value of $a$, which he denotes $a''$, as being $a'' = 1228.86404(45)$ MHz. This effect is negligible for $^{72}\text{Ga}$.

In Table III, we have also listed the $\chi^2$ values obtained from the least-squares fit; note that they are very low in view of the number of observations being analyzed. These low $\chi^2$ values indicate a rather conservative assignment of uncertainties in determining the center of each resonance. However, our choice of uncertainties is based upon the confidence we have in the reproducibility and consistency of our results, taking into consideration the appearance of the resonance obtained, and the behavior of our apparatus during the experiment. In quoting our final results, we in fact increase the uncertainties obtained from our least-squares analysis by a factor of 1.5 to allow for systematic errors.

We thus obtain, as the final result of our experiment, the following results: for $^{67}\text{Ga}$,

\[ \Delta \nu \left( ^{2}\text{P}_{1/2} \right) = 2457.72726(90) \text{ MHz} \] (calculated from the least-squares value of $a$),

\[ a'' \left( ^{2}\text{P}_{1/2} \right) = 1228.86404(45) \text{ MHz}, \]

\[ a \left( ^{2}\text{P}_{3/2} \right) = 175.09736(15) \text{ MHz}, \]

\[ b \left( ^{2}\text{P}_{3/2} \right) = 71.95750(55) \text{ MHz}; \]
for $^{72}$Ga,
\[ \Delta \nu \left( ^2P_{1/2} \right) = -153.65266(53) \, \text{MHz}, \]
\[ a \left( ^2P_{1/2} \right) = -43.90076(15) \, \text{MHz}, \]
\[ a \left( ^2P_{3/2} \right) = -6.25698(11) \, \text{MHz}, \]
\[ b \left( ^2P_{3/2} \right) = 193.67365(80) \, \text{MHz}. \]

C. Hyperfine-Structure Anomalies

From the results given above, we may now readily calculate the differential hfs anomalies by use of Eq. (10). We have also calculated the differential hfs anomaly for the stable isotopes of gallium, $^{69}$Ga and $^{71}$Ga, using the constants listed in Table IV. The results we have obtained are listed below:\textsuperscript{19}

\[ ^{67}_6^{69} = 2.51(13) \times 10^{-5}, \]
\[ ^{69}_6^{71} = 3.15(13) \times 10^{-5}, \]
\[ ^{71}_6^{72} = 21.2(1.8) \times 10^{-5}. \]

Calculating the standard hfs anomalies for the stable gallium isotopes, using the values of the interaction constants and nuclear moments listed in Table IV, we obtain the following results:\textsuperscript{19}

\[ ^{69}_6^{71} \left( ^2P_{1/2} \right) = 6.2(1.7) \times 10^{-6}, \]
\[ ^{69}_6^{71} \left( ^2P_{3/2} \right) = -2.52(19) \times 10^{-5}. \]

As mentioned above, we can now use these to determine the ratio of these same quantities in our radioactive gallium isotopes, and thus determine the actual values of our radioactive hfs anomalies.
However, rather than simply taking the ratio of these anomalies for the stable isotopes, we may make a more accurate determination by using the ratio of the anomaly in the $^2P_{3/2}$ state to the differential hfs anomaly, as the relative uncertainties of these quantities are smaller. Doing this, we obtain

$$\frac{69\Delta 71\ (^2P_{3/2})}{69\Delta 71\ (^2P_{3/2})} = 0.80(7). \quad (11)$$

This may be compared with the theoretical value of $-0.76$. The close agreement of these values gives us confidence in the methods developed by Schwartz and used in our analysis.

Assuming now that this ratio is constant for all isotopes in gallium, we obtain

$$67\Delta 69\ (^2P_{3/2}) = -2.01(20) \times 10^{-5}, \text{ and}$$

$$71\Delta 72\ (^2P_{3/2}) = -17.0(2.0) \times 10^{-5}. \quad (12)$$

For the $^2P_{1/2}$ state, we note that experimentally

$$\frac{69\Delta 71\ (^2P_{1/2})}{69\Delta 71\ (^2P_{1/2})} = 0.20(6). \quad (13)$$

Once again, assuming this ratio constant for all the isotopes of gallium, we obtain from our observed differential hfs anomaly for the $^2P_{1/2}$ state the values

$$67\Delta 69\ (^2P_{1/2}) = 0.50(14) \times 10^{-5}$$

$$71\Delta 72\ (^2P_{1/2}) = 4.2(1.2) \times 10^{-5}. \quad (14)$$
D. Nuclear Moments

The foregoing calculation of the hfs anomalies now allows us to calculate the nuclear-magnetic dipole moments of $^{67}$Ga and $^{72}$Ga very accurately, as it allows us to correct for the deviations from the Fermi-Segrè formula used to calculate the values of these moments from our measured hfs interaction constants. In effect, then, we are using Eq. (7) above to calculate the nuclear $g$ factor, and hence the nuclear magnetic moment, from our measured value of $\alpha$ and our calculated value of $\Delta$, also making use of $\alpha$ and $g_I$ for the stable isotopes. Applying this method, we obtain, for $^{67}$Ga,

$$\mu_I^{(uncorr)} = 1.8454 (3) \ \text{nm},$$

and, for $^{72}$Ga,

$$\mu_I^{(uncorr)} = -0.13186 (2) \ \text{nm}.$$

These values are now corrected for the effect of the hfs anomaly, but the diamagnetic correction has not been included. If we include the diamagnetic correction given in Table IV, we obtain for $^{67}$Ga

$$\mu_I^{(corr)} = 1.8502 (4) \ \text{nm},$$

and for $^{72}$Ga

$$\mu_I^{(corr)} = -0.13220 (3) \ \text{nm},$$

where we have assumed a 5\% uncertainty in the value of the added diamagnetic correction.

The uncertainties assigned to these values of the moments result only from the uncertainties in the measured values of the nuclear
moments for the stable isotopes (see Table IV). Should these values later be measured to higher precision, one can then immediately use our hfs separations to recalculate the nuclear moments of $^{67}$Ga and $^{72}$Ga to higher precision.

Applying Eq. (6) to our results for the electric-quadrupole interaction constant, we obtain

$$Q(^{69}Ga) = +0.22 \text{ b}$$

and

$$Q(^{72}Ga) = +0.59 \text{ b}.$$  

No uncertainty is included with this result, as the uncertainty resides entirely in the calculation of the quadrupole moment for the stable isotopes$^9$ and no estimate has been made of this uncertainty.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A. Nuclear Moments

The nuclear spin of $^{67}$Ga has long been explained as due to an odd $2p_{3/2}$ proton. Configuration-mixing calculation of the nuclear moments and comparison with experimental results favors assignment of the $(1f_{7/2})^8 (2p_{3/2})^3$ configuration for $^{67}$Ga and $^{69}$Ga, while the $(1f_{7/2})^8 (1f_{3/2})^2 2p_{3/2}$ configuration is favored$^{13}$ for $^{71}$Ga. More recent calculations,$^{20}$ including the effects of the pairing interaction, yield values consistent with the experimental magnetic-dipole moments of both $^{67}$Ga and $^{69}$Ga.

The case of $^{72}$Ga is much more puzzling, and in fact the measured nuclear moment of $^{72}$Ga has long caused difficulty for nuclear theory.
At present, this difficulty has not been resolved, and no reasonable configuration results in a calculated value of the nuclear magnetic moment in agreement with the experimental value.\textsuperscript{21}

The calculated value for the quadrupole moment of $^{67}\text{Ga}$ is in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. For $^{72}\text{Ga}$, B. J. Raz\textsuperscript{22} has calculated a quadrupole moment of 0.58 b, in close agreement with our experimental value of 0.59 b.

**B. Hyperfine-Structure Anomalies**

Because of the extremely small size of the hfs anomalies for atoms in p states, the theoretical interpretation is less clear than in the case of the nuclear moments. Stroke et al.\textsuperscript{13} have calculated the Bohr-Weisskopf anomalies expected for the two configurations mentioned above, and have obtained $\Delta(2P_{1/2}) = 0.55 \times 10^{-6}$ for the first configuration, and $\Delta(2P_{3/2}) = (-1 \pm 1) \times 10^{-5}$ for the second configuration. One would expect a Breit-Rosenthal anomaly of roughly the same size. As the uncertainties for their calculations are approximately the same as our experimental results for the anomalies, little can be deduced from this result. However, from the values Stroke et al. calculate for the $b$ coefficient and the $Q_n'$ radial integrals, we would expect that $^{67}\Delta^{69}$ would be approximately equal to $^{69}\Delta^{71}$. This is in agreement with our experimental observation. The situation for $^{72}\text{Ga}$ is more complex, due to the odd-odd nature of this isotope. It is interesting to note that the anomaly is a factor of 10 larger than the others quoted above, while the nuclear moment is
a factor of 10 smaller. This is not too surprising, as one would expect a considerable difference in the distribution of nuclear magnetism and charge for $^{72}$Ga as compared with $^{71}$Ga, in view of the observed small magnetic-dipole moment and large quadrupole moment.
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APPENDIX

A. Hairpin Characteristics

In performing experiments of high precision, it is essential that all systematic errors be detected and eliminated. A major source of systematic error in atomic-beam research arises from distortion and shifting of resonance lines, usually caused by either (a) poor hairpin design, or (b) application of too much radio-frequency power. The hairpins used in this experiment were of a new design, and therefore we tested them thoroughly before use. Because we believe the test results will be of interest to other workers in this field, and because they graphically illustrate the importance of using the proper amount of radio-frequency power to excite the transition, we include here a brief summary of the results.

The hairpins used in this experiment were of two types: a 5/8-in. rigid coaxial air line, and a 3-in. and a 6-in. hairpin of the type shown in Fig. 2. Because the shorter hairpins were used only for preliminary measurements, the long 6-in. hairpin was tested most carefully. The method used was to look at field-independent transitions in $^{39}\text{K}$; in this isotope the $\Delta F = 1$ transition frequencies are conveniently low (±450 MHz) but yet are higher than most of the frequencies required in the gallium observations. Both $\Delta m = \pm 1$ and $\Delta m = 0$ resonances were traced out at various radio-frequency powers. The results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. A plot of resonance height versus rf power is shown in Fig. 4 for a $\Delta m = 1$ transition, and in Fig. 13 for a $\Delta m = 0$ transition.
It is apparent that great care must be exercised to avoid over-powering observed resonances. Although excess-power effects are immediately apparent when working with stable atoms, they are not easily detected with radioactive isotopes. Thus it is essential to measure the optimum power for each radioisotope resonance by tracing out a curve such as Fig. 6.

Although the center minimum of the $\Delta m = 0$ resonance did not shift as rf power was increased, the side minima and maxima did shift outward from the center.

The high-frequency behavior of the hairpins was tested by observing the $\Delta F = \pm 1$ transitions of $^{85}$Rb. The observed $\Delta m = \pm 1$ resonances ($\approx 2600$ MHz) are shown in Fig. 14 for the three different hairpins, and the $\Delta m = 0$ resonances ($\approx 3000$ MHz) are shown in Fig. 15. It is clear that the 6-in. hairpin is unsatisfactory at these frequencies, but the 3-in. device appears to be acceptable. The wavelength is about 4 in. at these frequencies, and most likely standing-wave patterns are set up in the 6-in. hairpin, leading to the anomalous line shapes.

**B. Computational Methods**

Because our computer routines have been considerably modified since they were last described in the literature, and because they are now in use in a number of laboratories throughout the world, we believe it desirable to summarize the main features of our present computational methods.
Three basic computational problems are encountered in atomic-beam research: (a) calculating the frequency of transition between two energy levels of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1), (b) calculating the probability for such a transition to occur, and (c) performing a least-squares fit of the adjustable parameters to the observed data.

**Transition Frequencies**

To calculate transition frequencies, we must obtain the eigenvalues of Eq. (1). A method has been developed which takes advantage of two particular properties of the matrix representing this Hamiltonian: (a) it may be arranged in block form, with each submatrix corresponding to a given \( m \) value, and (b) within each submatrix, all elements that are more than one off the diagonal are zero.

Upon examining Eq. (1), we see that the diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are

\[
A_p = \left< \hat{P}_m \left| \hat{H} \right| \hat{P}_m \right> = aa_p + bb_p + cc_p + (-g_J g_I) \frac{\mu_0}{\hbar} \frac{2 \hbar d}{p} - g_I \frac{\mu_0}{\hbar} \frac{2 \hbar}{p}, \quad (A1)
\]

where

\[
a_p = \left< \hat{P}_m \left| \hat{I} \cdot \hat{J} \right| \hat{P}_m \right> = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ P(P+1) - I(I+1) - I(J+1) \right\}, \quad (A2)
\]

\[
b_p = \left< \hat{P}_m \left| \hat{O}_{op} \right| \hat{P}_m \right> = \frac{3a_p^2 + \frac{3}{2} a_p - I(I+1)J(J+1)}{2I(2I-1)J(2J-1)}, \quad (A3)
\]

\[
c_p = \left< \hat{P}_m \left| \hat{O}_{op} \right| \hat{P}_m \right> = \frac{10a_p^3 + 8a_p^2 + 2a_p \left[ -3I(I+1)J(J+1) + I(I+1)J(J+1) + J(J+1) + 3 \right] - 4I(I+1)J(J+1)}{I(I-1)(2I-1)J(J-1)(2J-1)(2J-1)}, \quad (A4)
\]

\[
d_p = \left< \hat{P}_m \left| \hat{J}_3 \right| \hat{P}_m \right> = \frac{F(F+1)J(J+1) - I(I+1)}{2F(F+1)} \quad \text{m}, \quad (A5)
\]

and \( p = 1 \) for \( F = F_{\text{min}} \), \( p = 2 \) for \( F = F_{\text{min}} + 1 \), etc.
The square of the matrix elements one off the diagonal is given by

\[ e_p = \left( \langle \eta_m | \eta | p+1, \eta \rangle \right)^2 = \frac{[(-g_J + g_I) \frac{\mu_o}{\hbar} H]^2 (p+1-I+J)(p+1+I-J)(I+I+2+F)(I+I-F)(p+1-m)(p+1+m)}{4(F+1)^2(2F+3)(2F+1)}. \]  

We require the solution of the N-dimensional secular determinant

\[ D_N = |H_N - IE(F,m)| = 0, \]  

where \( H_N \) is the particular N-dimensional submatrix under consideration, \( E(F,m) \) is the eigenvalue of that submatrix corresponding to the quantum numbers \((F,m)\), and \( I \) is the identity matrix. The method of solution is given in Ref. 24. It involves the use of the recursion relations

\[ D_p = (A_p - E) D_{p-1} - e_{p-1} D_{p-2}, \]  

where by definition \( D_0 = 1 \) and \( D_{-1} = 0 \), and

\[ \frac{\partial D}{\partial E} = (A_p - E) \frac{\partial D}{\partial E}_{p-1} - e_{p-1} \frac{\partial D}{\partial E}_{p-2} - D_{p-1}. \]  

For a particular trial value of \( E \), \( D_N \) and \( \partial D_N / \partial E \) can be calculated by repeated application of Eqs. (A8) and (A9). An improved value of \( E \) can then be obtained by Newton's method:

\[ E_{i+1} = E_i - D_H \left( \frac{\partial D_N}{\partial E} \right). \]  

Repetition of this process then yields improved values for \( E(F,m) \) which approach any desired precision.
The initial trial value of $E$ is selected by beginning the computation at zero magnetic field, where $e_p = 0$ and the roots are easily identified [$E(F,m) = A_p(F,m)$ for $H = 0$]. The eigenvalues $E$ are then calculated at increasing values of $H$ until the desired magnetic field is obtained. Finally the desired frequency is given by

$$\nu(F,m \rightarrow F',m') = E(F,m) - E(F',m').$$

(A11)

In addition, the standard program calculates other derivatives of interest, namely

$$\frac{\partial \nu}{\partial H}, \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial a}, \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial b}, \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial \sigma}, \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial g_I} \text{ and } \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial g_J}.$$ 

The procedure used to compute these derivatives is to obtain various recursion relations involving derivatives of $D_N$, and then to use these to compute the desired derivatives. For example, we obtain $\frac{\partial \nu}{\partial a}$ from

$$\frac{\partial \nu}{\partial a} = \frac{\partial E(F,m)}{\partial a} - \frac{\partial E(F',m')}{{\partial a}},$$

(A12)

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial a} = - \frac{\partial D_N}{\partial a},$$

(A13)

$$\frac{\partial D}{\partial a} = (A_p - E) \frac{\partial D_{p-1}}{\partial a} + a_p D_{p-1} - e_{p-1} \frac{\partial D_{p-2}}{{\partial a}},$$

(A14)

and by using $\frac{\partial D}{\partial E}$ from Eq. (A9).

**Transition Probabilities**

The probability of inducing an hfs magnetic-dipole transition from state $a_i$ to state $a_j$ by use of an oscillating rf field $H_I = H_0 e^{i\omega t}$ is
proportional to $g_J^2 H_0^2 \langle a_i | J | a_j \rangle^2$, for rf powers such that the transition is well below saturation (neglecting the effect of the nuclear moment). Thus by calculating $\langle a_i | J | a_j \rangle$ we obtain a convenient parameter indicating the relative magnitude of the transition probability. For $\Delta m = 0$ transitions, we need only $| a_i J a_j \rangle$; for $\Delta m = \pm 1$ we require $| a_i J_x a_j \rangle$.

For $H > 0$, we can express $\langle a_i J a_j \rangle$ in terms of the matrix elements of $\omega$ between states at $H = 0$, i.e. in terms of the elements $\langle F_{km} | J | F_{km} \rangle$ of the $(F,m)$ representation. We have

$$\langle a_i | J | a_j \rangle = \sum_{k,l} \langle a_i | F_{km} \rangle \langle F_{km} | J | F_{km} \rangle \langle F_{km} | a_j \rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A15)

Because the elements $\langle F_{km} | J | F_{km} \rangle$ at $H = 0$ are well known, our problem thus reduces to determining the coefficients $\langle a_i | F_{km} \rangle$. But these are the components of the eigenvector $| a_i \rangle$ satisfying the equation $\mathcal{H} | a_i \rangle = e_i | a_i \rangle$, or $(\mathcal{H} - e_i) | a_i \rangle = 0$. Writing this out in terms of the matrix elements listed in Eqs. (A1) - (A6), we have

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
A_N - E_i & (e_{N-1})^{1/2} & 0 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots \\
(e_{N-1})^{1/2} & A_{N-1} - E_i & (e_{N-2})^{1/2} & 0 \\
0 & (e_{N-2})^{1/2} & \cdots & \cdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & A_2 - E_i & (e_2)^{1/2} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & (e_2)^{1/2} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & A_1 - E_i & (e_1)^{1/2} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\langle a_i | F_N^m \rangle \\
\langle a_i | F_{N-1}^m \rangle \\
\vdots \\
\langle a_i | F_2^m \rangle \\
\langle a_i | F_1^m \rangle \\
\end{pmatrix} = 0 \hspace{1cm} (A16)
$$
Nierenberg has deduced that an unnormalized solution to this equation is

\[
\begin{align*}
    \langle a_i | F_N \rangle &= D_{N-1}, \\
    \langle a_i | F_{N-1} \rangle &= -(e_{N-1})^{\frac{1}{2}} D_{N-2}, \\
    \langle a_i | F_{N-2} \rangle &= (e_{N-1} e_{N-2})^{\frac{1}{2}} D_{N-3}, \\
    &\vdots \\
    \langle a_i | F_2 \rangle &= (-1)^N (e_{N-1} e_{N-2} \cdots e_2)^{\frac{1}{2}} D_1, \\
    \langle a_i | F_1 \rangle &= (-1)^{N+1} (e_{N-1} e_{N-2} \cdots e_2 e_1)^{\frac{1}{2}},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( D_p \) is the determinant given by Eqs. (A7) and (A8). Thus we see that the particularly simple form of our Hamiltonian matrix allows us to calculate the \( \langle a_i | F_k \rangle \) and thus the \( \langle a_i | J | a_j \rangle \) in terms of quantities previously obtained when computing transition frequencies.

**Least-Squares Analysis**

The information gained from a typical atomic-beam experiment consists of many sets of data, with each set made up of (a) a measurement of a magnetic field (measured in terms of the resonant frequency of a known transition in a calibration material) and (b) a measurement of the resonant frequency of a particular transition in the isotope under study. This latter frequency depends upon the values of the parameters \( a, b, c, g_I, \) and \( g_J \) for that isotope, and thus a measurement of this frequency provides information about the actual values of these parameters. Because
there are many such sets of data, involving observation of various transitions at several magnetic fields, and because each of these transitions has a different dependence upon the parameters of the Hamiltonian, it is desirable to develop a method of simultaneously fitting all the data to the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1). The least-squares method offers such a standard objective procedure.

The Principle of Least Squares requires that the quantity

$$Q = \sum_i \left[ v_i - f_i(a, b, c, g_I, g_J) \right]^2 w_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (A18)

be a minimum for the best-fit values $a$, $b$, $c$, $g_I$, and $g_J$. Here the sum runs over all sets of data $i$, $v_i$ is the experimentally observed resonant frequency for a transition, $f_i$ is the value calculated (from Eq. 1) for that frequency for the given values of $a$, $b$, $c$, $g_I$, and $g_J$, and $w_i$ is the measure of precision of the observation (the so-called statistical weight). One long-standing definition of the measure of precision of a single observation is $w_i = 1/\sigma_i^2$, where $\sigma_i^2$ is the variance ($\sigma_i$ = standard deviation), and indicates that the observation comes from a population whose distribution is given by

$$p(v) = 1/(2\pi\sigma^2)^{1/2} \exp\left[-(v-\xi)^2/2\sigma^2\right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (A19)

where $\xi$ is the mean value of $v$.

Because the parent population must normally be inferred from a single sweep of a resonance, the measure of precision of the peak position is compounded from a fixed fraction ($\Delta v_i$) of the resonance line width and from a quantity ($\Delta H$) describing the uncertainty in the magnetic field,
The technique used to minimize the function $Q$ follows a method outlined by Nierenberg.\textsuperscript{26} If we have a function $Q$ of $n$ variables $x_1, \ldots, x_n$, the condition for a minimum of $Q(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ is that $dQ = 0$, or $\frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_i} = 0$ for all $i$ (assuming the $x_i$ to be independent). Expanding the $\frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_i}$ about their minimum at $x_1^0, \ldots, x_n^0$, we see

$$
\frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial x_i \partial x_j} \bigg|_{x_i^0, x_j^0} = \frac{2Q}{\partial x_i \partial x_j} \bigg|_{x_i^0, x_j^0} + \cdots.
$$

By definition $\frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_i} \bigg|_{x_i^0} = 0$. Letting $\delta x_j = x_j - x_j^0$, denoting

$$
\frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial x_i \partial x_j} \bigg|_{x_i^0, x_j^0} = \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial^2 x_i x_j} \bigg|_{x_i^0, x_j^0} = 0
$$

and ignoring higher-order terms, we see

$$
\frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_i} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \delta x_j \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial x_i \partial x_j}.
$$

For $i = 1, \ldots, n$, we get a set of $n$ equations in the $n$ unknowns $\delta x_i$. If we let $R$ be the $(n \times n)$ matrix with elements $R_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial x_i \partial x_j}$, $\delta$ the column matrix with elements $\delta x_i$, and $P$ the column matrix with elements $\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_i}$, then we see that $P = R \delta$ and the solution for $\delta$ is

$$
\delta = R^{-1} P.
$$
Note that the relation \( P = R \hat{\delta} \) differs from the set of Eqs. (A22) by inclusion of a factor 1/2 on both sides of the equation. Although this alters neither the equation nor the values of the \( \delta x_i \) obtained as solutions, this factor must be inserted at this point if we are to interpret \( R^{-1} \) as the variance-covariance matrix, where the variances and covariances have the customary meanings assigned them in the standard linear (Gauss) least-squares procedure.

Thus by selecting trial values for the \( x_i \), evaluating \( R \) and \( P \) for these \( x_i \), and solving for the \( \delta x_i \), we obtain new trial values given by

\[
x_i' = x_i - \delta x_i.
\]

This process is repeated until the \( \delta x_i \) become arbitrarily small; the resulting values of the \( x_i \) then yield the minimum value for \( Q \).

This minimization method proceeds in a quadratic fashion as contrasted to the standard linear (Gauss) method. Thus it approaches the minimum more rapidly, but involves the added complexity of calculating the second derivatives. For the problem at hand, the advantages of the quadratic method outweigh the disadvantages.

The variance-covariance matrix is given by \( R^{-1} \). The diagonal elements are the variances of the fitted variables [i.e., \((R^{-1})_{ii} = \sigma_{x_i}^2\)] and the off-diagonal elements are the covariances [i.e., \((R^{-1})_{ij} = \rho_{ij} \sigma_{x_i} \sigma_{x_j}\)], where the \( \rho_{ij} \) are the coefficients of correlation]. These quantities may be determined from the matrix \( R \) by

\[
(R^{-1})_{ij} = \frac{\text{cofactor} \ R_{j\ell}}{|R|}.
\]
The value of $Q$ at its minimum is denoted by $\chi^2$. The $\chi^2$ is important in the analysis, because its distribution function can be calculated. From its distribution function its average value is the number of degrees of freedom $= k - n$, where $k =$ number of observations and $n =$ number of variables. The variance on $\chi^2$ is $2(k-n)$. A consistency factor $[\chi^2/(k-n)]^{1/2}$ is expected to be $1 \pm [1/2(k-n)]^{1/2}$. There is a probability of 68% that the value of the consistency factor will lie within the error interval. If the consistency factor of a fit is much smaller than unity, it is probable that the $\sigma_i$ attached to the input data are very conservative. On the other hand, if the consistency factor is improbably large, the input data may be less reliable than supposed, or certain data may be inconsistent. It is also possible that a large $\chi^2$ may result from attempting to fit an incorrect functional form to the data. After inconsistent data are ruled out, the proper procedure is to multiply the variance-covariance matrix by the value of $\chi^2/(k-n)$. The result is called the error matrix by external consistency. [We generally ignore the factor $\chi^2/(k-n)$ if it is less than 1 and include it if it is greater than 1.] The square roots of the diagonal elements of the error matrix are then the standard deviations of the fitted parameters.

The residuals of the fit are the $\nu_i - f_i (x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{in})$ calculated for the best-fit values of the $x_{i}$. A careful examination of the residuals will frequently result in detection of inconsistent data (usually resulting from incorrect preliminary calculations), and also often aids in the discovery of systematic errors.

The foregoing discussion has been general, involving $n$ parameters $x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{in}$. For the specific problem of fitting our data to Eq. (1),
the \( x_i \) are \( a, b, c, g_I, \) and \( g_J \). The derivatives required in the solution of Eq. (A23) are obtained from Eq. (A8) in a manner analogous to that used to derive Eqs. (A9) and (A14).

To illustrate the foregoing discussion, consider the simple case when \( c, g_I, \) and \( g_J \) are known and may be held fixed, while \( a \) and \( b \) are the parameters to be varied in the minimization procedure. The \( \partial Q / \partial a \) may be calculated by use of Eq. (A12), and the other required derivatives (e.g. \( \partial^2 Q / \partial a^2, \partial^2 Q / \partial a \partial b, \) etc.) may be similarly computed. The Eqs. (A22) become

\[
\frac{\partial Q}{\partial a} = \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial a^2} \delta a + \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial a \partial b} \delta b ,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial Q}{\partial b} = \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial b^2} \delta a + \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial a \partial b} \delta b ,
\]

and the matrices \( R, \delta, \) and \( P \) are given by

\[
R = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial a^2} & \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial a \partial b} \\
\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial b \partial a} & \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial b^2}
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \delta = \begin{pmatrix} \delta a \\ \delta b \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{and} \quad P = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial a} \\
\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial b}
\end{pmatrix} .
\]

The variance-covariance matrix has the form

\[
\bar{R}^{-1} = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_a^2 & \rho \sigma_a \sigma_b \\
\rho \sigma_a \sigma_b & \sigma_b^2
\end{pmatrix} ,
\]

where the elements are obtained by use of Eq. (A25). For example, the
variances are given by

\[ \sigma_a^2 = (R^{-1})_{11} = \text{cofactor} R_{11}/|R| = \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial b^2}/|R| \]

and

\[ \sigma_b^2 = (R^{-1})_{22} = \text{cofactor} R_{22}/|R| = \frac{\partial^2 Q}{\partial a^2}/|R| . \]

(A29)

In summary, the least-squares analysis is performed by minimizing the function \( Q \) given in Eq. (A18), using a quadratic method of generating new trial values from given trial values of the pertinent parameters. The method of calculating all the required derivatives and eigenvalues is based upon the recursion formula, Eq. (A8), with Newton's method used to calculate the energy eigenvalues. The net result of the procedure is to produce the values of the parameters that yield a minimum value for \( Q \), which is then the \( \chi^2 \) of the fit. The standard deviations \( \sigma \) are then obtained from the variances that are diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix.
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TABLE I. Field-independent points of transitions in $^{67}$Ga and $^{72}$Ga.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Electronic state</th>
<th>Transition label</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>$m_1$</th>
<th>$F_2$</th>
<th>$m_2$</th>
<th>Field (gauss)</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{67}$Ga</td>
<td>$^{2}<em>{P</em>{1/2}}$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2457.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>708.69</td>
<td>2373.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{2}<em>{P</em>{3/2}}$</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.47</td>
<td>263.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.09</td>
<td>252.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>143.19</td>
<td>575.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{72}$Ga</td>
<td>$^{2}<em>{P</em>{1/2}}$</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>97.22</td>
<td>125.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>70.67</td>
<td>138.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>152.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{2}<em>{P</em>{3/2}}$</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>116.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>84.803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. Experimental Data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run No.</th>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Frequency (error) (MHz)</th>
<th>Transition label</th>
<th>Frequency (error) (MHz)</th>
<th>v_\text{obs} - v_\text{calc} (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: 67\text{Ga} \ 2P_{3/2}</td>
<td>254 A</td>
<td>1.6000 (250)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7280 (150)</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>254 B</td>
<td>5.6600 (250)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7400 (400)</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>257 A</td>
<td>2.1940 (250)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7520 (200)</td>
<td>8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>257 B</td>
<td>2.0460 (200)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7520 (200)</td>
<td>17.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60A A</td>
<td>8.6000 (150)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7500 (80)</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60B A</td>
<td>606.5500 (150)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2373.3213 (30)</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60C A</td>
<td>606.5430 (150)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2373.3215 (15)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62E A</td>
<td>6.2700 (200)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7275 (8)</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62F A</td>
<td>6.1400 (200)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2457.7276 (85)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: 67\text{Ga} \ 2P_{3/2}</td>
<td>210A A</td>
<td>1.6560 (250)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>277.8820 (750)</td>
<td>-46.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>214A A</td>
<td>1.6290 (250)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>597.1700 (400)</td>
<td>-45.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>218A A</td>
<td>29.4260 (250)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>252.0580 (400)</td>
<td>8.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220A A</td>
<td>2.9100 (300)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>277.8380 (750)</td>
<td>-38.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>248A A</td>
<td>74.9520 (200)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7360 (350)</td>
<td>-16.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51 B</td>
<td>17.0551 (50)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>263.6100 (100)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53 B</td>
<td>11.1178 (50)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>263.6110 (70)</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 B</td>
<td>11.1059 (10)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>263.6077 (25)</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43 B</td>
<td>11.1021 (30)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>263.6079 (15)</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44A B</td>
<td>52.0587 (60)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7530 (80)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44B B</td>
<td>52.0555 (60)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7400 (60)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55B B</td>
<td>11.1945 (70)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>263.6077 (10)</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55C B</td>
<td>11.1945 (70)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>263.6075 (15)</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55A A</td>
<td>74.8820 (500)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7520 (25)</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58A A</td>
<td>74.8820 (500)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7523 (11)</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62A A</td>
<td>74.8450 (200)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7528 (8)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62B A</td>
<td>74.8330 (200)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>575.7524 (4)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62C A</td>
<td>29.3880 (200)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>252.0497 (9)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62D A</td>
<td>29.3560 (200)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>252.0496 (8)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: 72\text{Ga} \ 2P_{1/2}</td>
<td>35A C</td>
<td>106.3590 (70)</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>125.1210 (30)</td>
<td>-3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35B C</td>
<td>106.3590 (40)</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>125.1215 (30)</td>
<td>-2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39A B</td>
<td>106.3610 (150)</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>125.1210 (35)</td>
<td>-3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39B B</td>
<td>34.9152 (20)</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>125.1215 (35)</td>
<td>-2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39C B</td>
<td>25.1970 (15)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>138.8260 (30)</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39D B</td>
<td>25.1970 (15)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>138.8264 (13)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63F A</td>
<td>38.8410 (200)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>138.8263 (9)</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63G A</td>
<td>38.8250 (300)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>138.8265 (5)</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63H A</td>
<td>11.1920 (200)</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>152.0772 (7)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: 72\text{Ga} \ 2P_{3/2}</td>
<td>23A C</td>
<td>1.4031 (125)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9200 (150)</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23B C</td>
<td>1.4019 (100)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9200 (75)</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23C C</td>
<td>1.4017 (100)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9210 (85)</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23D C</td>
<td>7.3315 (140)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>84.8020 (85)</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>239 A</td>
<td>1.4095 (20)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9215 (25)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23B B</td>
<td>1.4057 (20)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9213 (25)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23C C</td>
<td>1.4047 (20)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9210 (20)</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23D C</td>
<td>1.4039 (20)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>116.9210 (15)</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23E C</td>
<td>7.3548 (30)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>84.8015 (20)</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23F C</td>
<td>7.3568 (60)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>84.8018 (15)</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23G C</td>
<td>7.3748 (60)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>84.8018 (12)</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63A A</td>
<td>0.9040 (200)</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>116.9218 (15)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63B A</td>
<td>0.8940 (200)</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>116.9217 (8)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63C A</td>
<td>0.8850 (200)</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>116.9218 (7)</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63D A</td>
<td>4.6950 (200)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>84.8028 (9)</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63E A</td>
<td>4.6970 (200)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>84.8031 (4)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transition labels are identical to those in Table I. Old data yielding results published in Ref. 2.

A = 85\text{Rb}, B = 133\text{Cs}, C = 39\text{K}.
TABLE III. Results of least-squares analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Electronic state</th>
<th>Best values* of variables</th>
<th>No. of observations</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{67}\text{Ga}$</td>
<td>$^2P_{1/2}$</td>
<td>$a = 1228.86363(29)$ MHz</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$g_I = 6.675(13)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^2P_{3/2}$</td>
<td>$a = 175.09736(10)$ MHz</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b = 71.95750(36)$ MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{72}\text{Ga}$</td>
<td>$^2P_{1/2}$</td>
<td>$a = -43.90076(10)$ MHz</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^2P_{3/2}$</td>
<td>$a = -6.256981(69)$ MHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b = 193.67365(52)$ MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Uncertainties given represent one standard deviation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_0 / h = 1.3996 \text{ MHz/G}^a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_p / \mu_0 = 1836.1^a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g_J (^2 P_{1/2}) = -0.665821(40)^b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g_J (^2 P_{3/2}) = -1.33393(11)^b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_J (^{71} \text{Ga}) / \mu_J (^{69} \text{Ga}) = 1.2706242(20)^c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamagnetic correction = 1.00262^d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>^{69} \text{Ga}</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I = 3/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a = 190.79428(15) \text{ MHz}^e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b = 62.52247(30) \text{ MHz}^e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \nu = 2677.9875(10) \text{ MHz}^f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_o (\text{uncorr}) = 2.0108(3) \text{ nm}^d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q = 0.19 \text{ b}^d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>^{71} \text{Ga}</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I = 3/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a = 242.43395(20) \text{ MHz}^e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b = 39.39904(40) \text{ MHz}^e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \nu = 3402.6946(13) \text{ MHz}^f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_o (\text{uncorr}) = 2.5549(3) \text{ nm}^d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q = 0.12 \text{ b}^d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>^{39} \text{K}</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I = 3/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g_J = -2.0022954(22)^g )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_o (\text{uncorr}) = 0.39088 \text{ nm}^h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \nu = 461.719723(30) \text{ MHz}^i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV.** Values assumed for constants used in our calculations.
$^{85}\text{Rb}$

\[ I = \frac{5}{2} \]
\[ g_J = -2.0023319(20) \]
\[ \mu_I (\text{uncorr}) = 1.34817 \text{ nm} \]
\[ \Delta \nu = 3034.732439(5) \text{ MHz} \]

$^{133}\text{Cs}$

\[ I = \frac{7}{2} \]
\[ g_J = -2.0025417(24) \]
\[ \mu_I (\text{uncorr}) = 2.5641 \text{ nm} \]
\[ \Delta \nu = 9192.631770 \text{ MHz} \]

---

\(^a\) Values recommended by the NAS-NRC Committee on Fundamental Constants.

\(^b\) Reference 1. We have recalculated these values using the recently measured value of $g_J(^{23}\text{Na})$.\(^g\)


\(^d\) G. H. Fuller and V. W. Cohen, Nuclear Moments, Appendix 1 to nuclear data sheets.

\(^e\) Reference 6.

\(^f\) Reference 7.

\(^g\) Reference 23.


\(^i\) S. Penselin, private communication.


\(^k\) The $^{133}\text{Cs}$ $\Delta \nu$ is the presently accepted frequency standard.
FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The Breit-Rabi diagram for $^{67}$Ga in the $^2P_{3/2}$ electronic state. (A similar figure for $^{72}$Ga, showing its inverted level structure, is displayed in Ref. 15.)

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing showing the type of hairpin used in this experiment.

Fig. 3. Ramsey patterns obtained by sweeping the $^{39}$K (2,0) ↔ (1,0) transition with 3-in. and 6-in. hairpins of the type shown in Fig. 2, and a 5/8-in. rigid-coaxial-line hairpin. Note the increasingly narrow maxima and minima as the hairpin length is increased.

Fig. 4. A trace of the height of the $^{39}$K (2,0) ↔ (1,-1) transition as a function of radio-frequency power. The frequency was held constant at 445.9783 MHz and the field was 44.14 gauss. The hairpin had a 6-in. length. Note the nonlinear abscissa.

Fig. 5. Frequency as a function of magnetic field for several $^{67}$Ga and $^{72}$Ga transitions. The transition labels are explained in Table I.

Fig. 6. The height of the $^{72}$Ga $^2P_{3/2}$ (9/2, 3/2) ↔ (7/2, 5/2) transition as a function of radio-frequency power. The frequency put into the 6-in. hairpin was held constant at 116.921 MHz. $H = 1.9$ gauss.

Fig. 7. A resonance corresponding to the $^{72}$Ga $^2P_{3/2}$ (9/2, 3/2) ↔ (7/2, 5/2) transition at 1.9 gauss, observed with the 6-in hairpin.

Fig. 8. A resonance corresponding to the $^{67}$Ga $^2P_{1/2}$ (2,0) ↔ (1,-1) transition observed at a field of 708.7 gauss with the 3-in. hairpin. If there were no perturbation of the $^2P_{1/2}$ state by the $^2P_{3/2}$ state (Clendenin effect), the resonance would lie approximately 3 kHz higher.
Fig. 9. A sweep of the Ramsey pattern obtained in observing the $^{72}$Ga $^{2}\!P_{3/2}$ (5/2, 5/2) ↔ (7/2, 5/2) transition with the 3-in. hairpin at 10 gauss.

Fig. 10. A sweep of the central minimum of the Ramsey pattern corresponding to the $^{72}$Ga $^{2}\!P_{3/2}$ (5/2, 5/2) ↔ (7/2, 5/2) transition, observed with the 6-in. hairpin at 10 gauss. Samples with zero radio-frequency power were taken at the beginning and the end of the sweep; both were identical.

Fig. 11. Observation of the $^{39}$K doublet (2,-1) ↔ (1,0), (2,0) ↔ (1,-1) as a function of rf power. Hairpin length: 6 in. As rf power is increased, the two resonances broaden and become distorted until they merge and become indistinguishable.

Fig. 12. Observation of the $^{39}$K (2,0) ↔ (1,0) transition as rf power is increased. Hairpin length: 6 in.

Fig. 13. Height of various points on the Ramsey-pattern resonance shown in Fig. 12, as a function of rf power. The signal level at zero rf power indicates the detector background. A similar curve obtained for a $\Delta m = \pm 1$ transition in $^{39}$K is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 14. The $^{85}$Rb (3,1) ↔ (2,-2) resonances obtained with various hairpins. The severe distortion of the resonance obtained with the 6-in. hairpin is evident. The frequency displacements from one trace to another result from changes of the magnetic field between the successive days on which the traces were obtained. All sweeps were made at optimum rf power.
Fig. 15. The $^{85}\text{Rb} \, (3,0) \leftrightarrow (2,0)$ resonances obtained with various hairpins. Note the distortion of the second side maxima when using the 6-in. hairpin. The displacements in frequency from one trace to another result from changes of the magnetic field between the successive days on which the traces were obtained. All curves were taken at optimum rf power. Similar resonances obtained for $^{39}\text{K}$ are shown in Fig. 3.
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